The signal amplitude Si in the pulsed steady state derived for a spoiled gradient-echo (SPGR) sequence acquired at a flip angle i is a function of the longitudinal relaxation time T1, repetition time TR, and equilibrium magnetization M0:
B. MPF mapping (single-point method)
The longitudinal magnetization in the pulsed steady state derived for a SPGR sequence with off-resonance preparative pulse based on the two-pool MT theory can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
where is the vector with components and corresponding to the longitudinal magnetization of the free and bound pool immediately before the excitation pulse;
is the vector of equilibrium magnetization with elements 0 (1 − ) and 0 , where is MPF;
is the vector of steady-state longitudinal magnetization. is the unit matrix. The terms and describe longitudinal relaxation during delays before and after the excitation pulse. The matrix term describes off-resonance saturation by the MT pulse. Explicit notation for , , , and can be found elsewhere (Yarnykh , 2012; Yarnykh and Yuan, 2004) ;
C. T2 mapping (T2-pSSFP method)
The pSSFP signal amplitude S acquired at a flip angle  and phase increment  is a function of the longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation times and repetition time TR. An accurate T2 estimation can be obtained from two pSSFP acquisitions as ⁄ . The term ξ must be determined numerically via a continued fraction expansion (Ganter, 2006) .
